TATATU:
THE WORLD’S FIRST SOCIAL MEDIA PLATFORM THAT VALUES AND REWARDS ITS USERS
TATATU IS THE FIRST SOCIAL MEDIA AND ENTERTAINMENT APP THAT REWARDS USERS FOR THEIR TIME AND FOR ENGAGING WITH THE PLATFORM.

The company was founded in 2020 in Italy by Andrea Iervolino, an Italian-Canadian film producer, investor, and entrepreneur. Andrea created TaTaTu in response to a challenge that many social media networks were grappling with: how to build and grow a profitable social network.

Given TaTaTu was still at an early start-up stage in 2022, Andrea believed that the success it achieved to that point was only a fraction of its future potential. Looking forward, Andrea planned to quickly expand and grow the platform globally to include many countries worldwide; as well as to expand locally through exclusive experiences and events offered in major urban cities. As is the case with most start-ups, the key to TaTaTu’s early success was speed. Since becoming a publicly listed company in 2022, pressure was mounting from investors who were eager to see the company grow – quickly. Determining the best and quickest path forward, that would lead TaTaTu towards realising its fullest potential was going to be Andrea’s greatest challenge yet.
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